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As brand owners continue to face challenges in the 
marketplace to compete for shelf space and consumer 
attention, they have created demand for packaging 
converters to deliver more affordable flexible packaging 
that pushes quality toward that of gravure.

By implementing an expanded gamut program, many 
converters have delivered high quality flexo with shorter 
runs, reduced supply chain inventory, and given nimbleness 
to brand owners to meet their ever-changing customer 
demand. While the core separation technology for 
extended gamut has been around for many years, it has not 
been widely accepted by brand owners until recently.

Over the last ten years, the flexo market has gone through 
somewhat of a renaissance. Press technology has allowed 
tighter registration, faster setups, and less process 
variability. Anilox roll manufacturers have delivered 
improved ink metering systems while plate vendors have 
delivered more consistent and reliable plates.

As these technologies merged in the marketplace, brand 
owners became steadily convinced that an expanded 
gamut system served their product portfolio well. There 
was however, one missing piece to the puzzle — 
predictability of the proofing system.

Generating the Proof
When preparing a typical proof for conventional 
separations, prepress operators and converters often work 
together supplying an accurate proof for process color 
images and vector art with ink drawdowns that reflect a 
match to a brand colors on a particular substrate and anilox 
combination.

During a print approval, a converter would match the 
desired brand colors within a specified ∆E tolerance while 
matching CMYK to a set of process conditions determined 
during the press characterization. With an expanded gamut 
proof, every graphic element has to be properly 
represented on a single output device and media.

Unfortunately, the core color technology to provide an 
accurate expanded gamut proof unfortunately lagged 
behind the printing and separation technology. Software 
did not accurately predict the outcome of the flexo 
process and the proofing engines lacked the gamut needed 
to proof the expansion of additional RGB process colors. 

Breaking down the graphics, an expanded gamut proof must 
be able to predict standard process overprints as well as 
highlight gain, solid laydown, and substrate influence. It also 
should account for the graying component, whether it be 
black, CMY or RGB.

For example, if a brand color yellow is created using a solid 
process yellow and a highlight of orange, the proof must 
accurately show the influence of the substrate with the 
transparent process ink and the typical press gain on a 
highlight dot (generally accepted around 15 percent).

First generation color management software was often 
developed for offset where profile targets rarely contained 
single color patches less that 10 percent or builds less than 
5 percent with smoothed fades to zero. Using this type of 
color technology resulted in poor representation of the 
flexo process, leaving brand owners frustrated with the lack 
of predictability.
 
As suppliers of color management began to understand the 
problems the industry was facing, they began to create 
software geared for flexo printing. Today, software has the 
ability to generate targeting designed with patches geared 
toward the highlights while adding internal redundancy to 
ensure the position of web and print defects does not 
influence the accuracy of the profile.

One of the most impactful improvements to generating an 
expanded gamut proof is the use of device link profiles. 
Rather than relying on the profile connection space using 
ICC pairs, device link profiles contain mathematical 

information for a color conversion. This results in lower ∆E 
conversions while maintaining the black channel, helping to 
maintain gray component replacement and keeping cleaner 
primaries. These device link profiles are less flexible, 
however, and often are not compatible across multiple 
RIPS, software and output devices.

The success of any proofing system relies 
heavily on the ability of an output devices’ 
gamut to encompass the print gamut. Until 
2008, the industry relied on inkjet devices with a 
limited gamut hampered by its aCMYK inks and 
light ink counterparts. As device manufacturers 
began to release inkjet devices with orange and 
green, the color space needed to accurately 
represent that of an expanded gamut system 
started to take shape. These devices were able 
to bring the average ∆E of a proof-to-print 
match from 5 ∆E to below 3 ∆E when proofing 
on a high-quality paper proofing media.

Most recently, manufacturers are offering the 
same enhanced gamut with the ability to proof 
on actual substrate, further enhancing the 
ability to demonstrate to the brand owner the 
true look and feel of the finished package. 
These latest devices can generally be offered at 
a fraction of the cost of a dot proof, and the 
gamut of these inkjet printers now reaches what a dot 
proof could achieve within 1 ∆E.

Each of these technology enhancements has driven time 
and cost from the system while enhancing the 
predictability of the proofing system — something 
extremely important when considering altering color on 
press while running jobs in combination. Less costly and 
faster expanded gamut proof turnarounds help drive 
decisions on color further upstream in the process where 
managing color is performed digitally rather than on 
multimillion-dollar printing presses.

Proofing & Predictability
Now that proofing accuracy has reached a point where 
brand owners have accepted its predictability and have 
begun to accept expanded gamut separations as a viable 
solution to help achieve higher levels of profitably, the 
industry will continue to embrace the newest technologies 
as way to enhance its products.

The development of flat top dots on the plate has 
allowed expanded gamut to reach another level of quality. 
Better solid laydown leads to a larger gamut, reducing the 
impact of the substrate. This can be especially important 
in snack packaging where metalized films are widely used.

The gamut expansion, again, begins to push the limit of 
what proofing devices are capable of producing. Flat top 
dots have also generated more consistency in the plate 
and higher impression latitude, resulting in a more 
consistent package from the first impression to the last. 
These enhancements also reduce variability in the press 

characterization process and print runs 
that led to inaccurate profiles being used 
for proofing.

As these technologies continue to 
expand the capabilities and color range 
available to prepress operators and 
converters, there must be developments 
that push expanded gamut further in the 
marketplace. Embracing soft proofing 
technology in an n-color space will help 
enable real time color collaboration in a 
color space that brings significant 
enhancement in gamut, cost savings and 
speed-to-market.

There also needs to be a drive toward 
embracing n-color in a native application 
environment where content creators can 
begin to design packaging optimized for 
expanded gamut process. This will enable 
brand owners to further embrace 

expanded gamut for flexo as a reliable and predictable 
process over gravure.

Expanded gamut is near a tipping point because proofing, 
the last piece to the puzzle, has finally caught up with the 
rest of separation technology. Brand owners are achieving 
high quality flexo separations that are predictable with 
proof to press matches close to conventional CMYK 
separations. Converters are embracing technology 
enhancements that allow a more consistent process that 
helps to improve predictability and to enhance graphics, 
allowing brand owners to push flexo another step closer 
to gravure.

The Gold Standard: 
Proofing for Extended Gamut

By Kevin Bourquin

Comparison of an extended proofing gamut to the print result: 
The spectral field represents inkjet on gloss media; the cyan field 
represents wide web clear film. Devices with additional inks can 
accurately represent the expanded gamut printing result.
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be extended outside the industry as a recruitment 
technique. Educational internships and partnerships with 
universities will ensure a continued supply of qualified 
professionals knowledgeable about the packaging industry. 
If we want competent candidates, then we should invest in 
nurturing their development at the educational stage.  

Furthermore, the generation of new professionals can offer 
a lot more than just a steady replacement of a retiring 
workforce. 

Universities are primary hubs for conducting research and a 
key resource for advancing packaging technology. Students 
involved in innovative research projects at school are 
coming into the workforce having seen some techniques 
that are not yet widely disseminated into the industry.  

Experience counts for a lot in the packaging industry, but 
some experience comes not from years but from 
opportunities. 

These advanced technical experiences translate into 
opportunities for young employees to take the lead on 
special projects exploring topics related to their recent 
research. The closer the ties between the industry and the 
educational process, the better the technological research 
and advancement between the two will be. 

Continued technological development in this industry 
means there will always be necessary continued education 
to remain relevant, at every level within the company.  
Those who are not proactive with their involvement will be 
left behind. As a generation of Baby Boomers plan for 

retirement, the packaging industry needs to 
prepare for the transition by enticing a new 
cohort of qualified packaging professionals.

The packaging industry is a silent giant. According to the 
Flexible Packaging Association, the flexible packaging 
industry alone reached more than $25 billion in sales in the 
United States in 2011. In spite of being an 
industry characterized by cutting edge 
technology and continued global 
growth, the packaging industry has 
almost no presence in front of the 
average university student.

It’s not due to lack of appeal. 
Technological developments in smart 
packaging and printed electronics have 
space-age intrigue. The push towards 
more sustainable packaging materials and 
practices correlates with the priorities of 
young eco-conscious professionals. 

The packaging industry, however, is 
largely unrepresented in university 
curricula. There are a handful of 
specialized programs, of course, but 
compare this number to fields like 
aerospace and automotive engineering 
and their presence in front of general engineering students. 

Even Clemson University’s well-established Graphic 
Communications program, which focuses on printing 
technology and packaging, is known as “the best kept 
secret” on campus. Why the secret?

Part of the industry’s problem is also its strength—the 
industry covers a broad spectrum of skills and talents. From 

package design to plate creation, packaging covers creative, 
technical and manufacturing spheres. Highly specialized 
packaging programs do not yet have a foothold in 
academia, but they have the potential for broad appeal 
amongst students with the right support. 

The other part of the problem is the perception of the 
industry to the general public. In a recent article for 
Packaging-Gateway.com, Chris Lo calls packaging the 
“Invisible Industry.” When you look at a bag of chips, you 

see the brand Doritos. Maybe you 
see Frito Lay. But you certainly don’t 
see the converter that actually 
created the bag.  Packaging is a 500 
billion dollar global industry, but the 
biggest companies in the world 
have no brand presence with the 
general public.  

When General Electric recruits the 
newest generation of aerospace 
engineers, there is brand recognition 
of the company from their 
household appliances and 
consistent general marketing. The 
packaging industry does not have an 
equivalent direct consumer product 
sector. As a result the biggest 
players are relatively unknown to 
those outside the industry, so there 

is no familiar draw to qualified candidates. 

Within the job force, there is a strong tradition of 
on-the-job training and vertical funneling within the 
industry. Consider how many current managers started as 
press operators at eighteen and worked their way up 
through the company. Experience counts for a lot. 

This training and continuing educational approach should 

Passing the Torch: 
the Future of the 
Packaging Industry

By Erica Morrison
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with the support of statistical software (Statistica or 
Minitab, for example).
 
At Cyber Graphics, remaining competitive in the era of 
globalization required that a new Quality approach be 
implemented to ensure the efficiency of our operations. 
One of the first steps toward organizational excellence 
involved Quality education and statistical training. Dr. 
Deming’s Quality keys illustrate our approach:

• Understanding customer needs
• Process improvement
• Statistical analysis
• Expertise of workers

Today at Cyber Graphics statistical analyses drive not only 

process improvement but also production and individual 
performance. Written process standardization is in place. 
Failures receive root cause analysis to characterize and 
correct issues, and our teams are not encouraged to 
implement unproven fixes. We aim for permanent solutions 
to problems.

Management scholar Warren Bennis once wrote: 
“Management is about doing things right and Leadership is 
about doing the right things”. When dealing with data, insist 
on factual information; do not accept unclearness. Be 
balanced with quantitative and qualitative data (financial 
and non-financial), and be consistent in collection and 
analysis. Statistics, in conjunction with the right process 
improvement technique, can provide an additional set of 
tools to help accomplish your objectives.Quality efforts have historically evolved from 

inspection and detection to prevention. 

Eradicating inconsistency, doing things right the first time 
and reducing waste became some of the goals of QC, QA, 
TQM, Lean and Six Sigma teams. Very often these initiatives 
were driven by data collection and analysis.

The digital age increased the 
development of electronic 
data-gathering systems, making available 
many observations and a great number of 
variables to be dissected. The activities 
around selecting the right data, and 
gathering, maintaining and understanding 
these observations have created a new 
challenge for many companies because 
the selection of significant metrics can 
influence the path we take to create and 
achieve goals. 

These analyses usually include the 
application of statistical process control 
and process improvement techniques. To 
do this in an effective way, we need 
certain knowledge of statistical tools to 
analyze data problems. We also need to 
provide information with statistical 
significance that will help achieve the 
company’s goals. In the process we 
should ask: Why are the data important? Who produced the 
data? How are the data produced? 

If this is not done correctly, we find that despite the team’s 
best efforts, the solutions are only temporary, and often 
the same problem can reappear after some time. We need 
to determine the correct cause, and at the same time 
understand the interaction between processes. Once 

trends are verified, we need to identify the main theories 
that may explain them. 

In order to analyze the cause and implement corrective 
action, we must first understand the variation. The effort to 
review our steps and determine where we went wrong can 
be achieved with the use of many tools at our disposal.

Here are some examples of basic analysis and tools:

• Root Cause Analysis
• Ishikawa Diagrams (Cause & Effect)
• Drill Down (5 Why’s)
• Histograms (Trend Data)
• Pareto Charts or Scattergrams 
(Frequency)
• Control Charts (Outliers)
• FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects 
Analysis)
• PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act)
• SIPOC (Supplier, Inputs, Process, 
Outputs, Customer)
• 8 Wastes of Lean (Overproduction, 
Motion, Inventory, Transportation, 
Waiting, Underutilized People, 
Defects and Over-Processing)

Additionally, it is important to 
remember that leadership is a key 
component when putting your 

Quality Initiatives into action. Very often we fail because 
the leadership is strong but the problem solving method is 
ineffective. 

A company with a problem-solving culture needs strong 
leaders with effective methods. Often, the educational 
requirements for this activity or role can be met by 
attending statistics-oriented seminars and quality programs 

The Importance of 
Statistical Analysis 
Selecting & Understanding the Right Data

By Alberto Tormin
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Increase contrast for 
Brighter, cleaner photos.

Have you ever taken photos on a cloudy day 
and wondered why your pictures were dull and 
void of detail?  

Clouds act like a giant softbox, making the shadowless light 
seem to come from everywhere.  If you want more detail 
and “Pop” in your photos, wait a few minutes after sunrise 
on a cloudless day and the real show begins.  

Up to one hour after sunrise and one hour before sunset is 
called “Golden Light.”  The sun’s light is slightly softened 
and tinted by its horizontal travel through the atmosphere.  
With the sun low in the sky, light kisses the tops of trees 
and casts long shadows.  

This scraping, hard light exaggerates the difference 
between highlights and shadows by increasing contrast that 
reveals detail in every leaf and blade of grass.  

This increase in contrast can be duplicated in the studio by 
using reflectors instead of softboxes.  Reflectors will create 
brighter highlights, darker shadows and show detail across 
every surface.  Placement of the main light behind the 
subject at a low angle will “scrape” across the texture of the 
surface and exaggerate the differences between tonal 
values.  

Good contrast requires shadows dark enough to contain 
information but not so dark that they contain only noise.  
Front lighting notoriously flattens out the subject and 
decreases contrast.  For this reason, camera mounted 
flashes are rarely used even for fill light. 

Even though it is more challenging to use reflectors than 
softboxes, the increased tonal range your packaging photos 
will show on press make this set-up well worth the effort. 

Ed Emanus is the Lead Photographer at Cyber Graphics.

Photos That Pop 
Using Scraped hard light

By  Ed Emanus Low scrape light shows 
the translucence in salad. 

Scraped light brings out the 
texture in the berries and cereal.

Veins in salmon are accented 
with the hard, scraped light.

Originally published in Package 
Design Magazine, August 2013



weight of the item in the package in order to keep the 
repeat dimensions the same. Experienced expanded gamut 
printers should be able to walk designers and consumer 
product companies through this process.

Having different items across the lanes of a wide web press 
printing expanded gamut might also lead to some 
unintended design impacts. If color on the side of a package 
bleeds to the edge instead of being pulled back, that bleed 
may carry over into the seal area of the next lane. 
Depending upon the seal type of the package, that color in 
the seal may not get hidden, possibly resulting in a stripe of 
color unlike the rest of the package. To remedy that 
problem, designers and consumer product companies 
might consider similar background colors on all families of 
jobs.

Conclusions
Prepress providers understand separations with more depth 
than designers, so it is important for them to help educate 
designers on the basic concepts behind color separation 
and expanded gamut. Designers should recognize that the 
traditional methods for design don’t always apply with 
expanded gamut. With an unlimited palette of colors to 
choose from many new opportunities for creating tints and 
gradations, designers should look for ways to maximize the 
visual impact of their label or package: avoid large areas of 
flat color, choose bright and bold images that can benefit 
from increased chroma, and stay away from builds of color 
in small areas like type. Doing all of these things will help 
guarantee success on press and allow the design to benefit 
from the expanded gamut process.
 

colors into the different process 
channels. And because prepress providers are the keepers 
of the recipes for spot color refinement, they’ll need to 
help the designer understand the impacts of their color 
selection decisions.

The World Isn’t Flat
Unlike the traditional CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, where single inks comprise large solid areas and 
the four process colors typically get used only for 
photographic images, all expanded gamut elements print as 
a combination of various overprinting tints. Spot colors get 
refined into these process channels according to 
predefined color recipes determined by the separator. 
PANTONE 186 C, for example, will likely separate into some 
combination of magenta, black and orange or red, 
depending upon the ink set used by the printer. This 
breakdown of color into tints has some very important 
design implications.

Remember, all solid areas of expanded gamut print are 
really just overprinting tints. If that solid area were still a 
spot color, we’d be using a solid surface area on the plate, a 
hard cushion tape, and a high volume anilox to deploy ink 
to the substrate, and the only way to vary that color on 
press would be to adjust the thickness of the ink. Instead, 
we’re using a softer cushion tape and a finer anilox roll with 
a higher cell count to lay down a halftone, and these 
halftone dots are susceptible to press gain. Because we’re 
doing this with multiple channels and inks, we now have to 
tightly control up to four decks in the press in order to 
maintain consistency of that one flat color. Anyone who 
has been around flexographic printing understands that 
difficulty on even the most advanced printing presses.

Let’s take it a step further. Imagine a package with a solid, 
light beige background (a common trend with brands 
wanting to convey a ‘natural’ message to the consumer). 
Let’s assume that when separated, the light beige breaks 
down into highlight tints of magenta, yellow and black to 
form a three-channel build. Those familiar with 

flexographic printing and press gain understand that 
highlight dots are notoriously the most difficult to control 
throughout the course of the run. Just due to the very 
nature of relief printing with photopolymer and the wear 
that plates take at accelerated press speeds, these highlight 
dots will experience dot gain in unequal amounts. What 
started as light beige may drift to a warmer red shade as the 
magenta plate experiences more dot gain in those areas 
than its counterparts, and the shift in color could be very 
noticeable in a large solid background color made up of so 
many highlights.

The human brain perceives color differences in large areas 
of flat color much more easily than it does in images. 
Because there is a high likelihood that these flat colors will 
vary over the course of a long run due to the different 
overprinting tints, designers should avoid these types of 
elements in their work and focus on using more images, 
patterns, textures, glows, transparencies or gradients. 
Complex designs might run counter to the current trend of 
“KISS Is King” (Keep It Simple and Straightforward), but even 
a subtle texture over a color can keep shifts in color from 
appearing noticeable to the eye.
 

Registration and the Rules for Texting
In order for printers to have success with expanded gamut, 
they must maintain tight register on press between all 
colors over the course of the run, somewhere in the vicinity 
of 0.004 to 0.006 inches. In addition to making elements of 
the package unclear, less sharp and less visually appealing, 
misregister can even impact the appearance of color itself. 
As tints overprint on top of one another at different screen 
angles, halftone dots overlay to form the defined color 
builds; misregister can position the dots at incorrect 
coordinates in relation to the other halftones, causing a 
shift in the hue of the color. Fortunately, modern press and 
sleeve technology has greatly improved press registration.

Despite such tight control over registration, the color of 
small elements (particularly typography) needs to be 
considered when designing for the expanded gamut 
process. Type smaller than 12-point generally works best as 
a single color build so that it will not be made of different 
colors that have to register to one another.

A package with a brown weight mark in CMYK + Spot 
printing will print with a PMS brown color. However, in 
expanded gamut printing, that brown weight mark will 
likely be processed into a three-color (sometimes even 
four-color) build. Because the weight mark is such a 
prominent item on the package, the consumer product 
company will not want to tolerate any misregister in that 

area and the printer will not want to put themselves in a 
situation where they will have to worry about the 
registration here over the course of the entire print run. To 
make matters worse, if the package has to be reprinted six 
months later with only a change to the ounce weight, 
reduction in the ounce weight, the brown color will force 
the consumer product company to order three new plates. 
A better alternative would be to overprint a single ink color 
for the weight mark.

A reversed instance of small type presents similar problems. 
If white type is reversed out of a background build of 
multiple colors, then all but one of those background 
colors will need to be pulled back from the white type in 
case of misregister. This 
pullback leaves a border 
around the reversed text in a 
single color, essentially 
creating a reverse trap. 
Designers should be made to 
understand this and the impact 
that it will have on the look of 
their package.

Rainbow Colors
Research suggests that people 
prefer an image with higher levels of chroma than the same 
image with less chroma. This generally holds true, though it 
varies by subject matter; for instance, an image of people 
would generally require less chroma expansion to reach its 
optimum level than a jungle image. Fortunately, prepress 
providers can use software to selectively add chroma to 
images where needed when separating for expanded gamut 
by adjusting the channel output of that image. When 
choosing images for an expanded gamut package or label, 
designers should consider bold and colorful images that 
can take advantage of this chroma enhancement for 
maximum store shelf impact.

Additionally, expanded gamut printing creates many more 
design opportunities by increasing the flexibility of tints 
and gradations. With the CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, any spot color that the designer wishes to have as 
both a solid and a screen usually requires either two 
separations (and a subsequent trap line), limiting even 
further the amount of colors that could be used on the job. 
Alternatively, the job could run as a combination 
separation, functioning as a not-so-happy medium to 
achieve adequate solid coverage and relatively low press 
gain. To make matters worse, screens of spot color screens 
generally do not print higher than 100 lpi, creating a course 
texture and noticeable dot pattern rather than a smooth 

gradation. With expanded gamut, these concerns disappear, 
as the entire set of base colors can print as solids or screens 
at a much finer line count.

That having been said, color builds can have some major 
impacts on any tints, gradations, transparencies, vignettes 
or glows that the designer wishes to use. Because spot 
colors will be broken down into a tint of the base colors, 
dropouts can occur at unexpected values depending upon 
the color recipe. A subtle glow on top of a light blue 
background, for instance, might cause magenta dropouts at 
a tint of 30%. To compensate, prepress providers might 
need to overprint areas of minimum base coverage in these 
places, which could diminish the visual impact or use a 

transitional screen (like an 
AM/FM hybrid) that could 
lead to negative 
consequences for long-term 
print consistency.

Because expanded gamut 
printing eliminates the need 
for spot colors, it also 
eliminates the use of ink 
drawdowns in accordance. 
To help designers make good 

color decisions, many 
prepress providers 
create swatch books for 

the designer and consumer 
product company. These swatch books function much like 
Pantone swatch books; they are printed on a press and 
show the spot color in its broken down state. Some colors 
work better than others due to their builds, and the book 
helps to illuminate the designer as to which colors might 
print more cleanly than others. A few spot colors are just 
not achievable on press within a reasonable ∆E tolerance 
because of the ink set used by the printer.

Smart Design
One of the things that makes the expanded gamut process 
in packaging so versatile is the ability for the printer to gang 
jobs together in lanes on a wide web press, if those jobs 
contain common repeat lengths. I emphasize that last point 
because it can really have an impact on cost savings that get 
passed down from the printer. To maximize effectiveness, 
consumer product companies should focus on having a 
family of products with the same repeat length rather than 
the same ounce weight. Barbeque potato chips, for 
instance, might require a larger package to have a matching 
net weight with regular potato chips; however, the 
consumer product company should consider reducing the 

Expanded gamut printing in flexography 
hardly requires an introduction anymore. The 
process has entered the growth stage of its 
lifecycle, and the benefits are well known to 
buyers and converters alike. 

Fewer changeovers and less make ready downtime equate 
to higher levels of productivity and less waste in the press 
room, and an unlimited color palette gives graphic artists 
exciting new design opportunities and print schedulers 
more flexibility when ganging jobs with common repeat 
lengths on a wide web press. FLEXO has published many 
terrific articles extoling the advantages of running an 
expanded gamut workflow, and if you attended the 2012 
FFTA Forum this year in San Antonio, you likely sat in on a 
session dedicated entirely to the subject.

Knowing the advantages of expanded gamut printing, one 
might wonder why more converters and consumer product 
companies do not use the process. What will it take for the 
process to gain more widespread acceptance? That’s a 
question that Mark Samworth of Esko and Al Bowers of RR 
Donnelley both asked in their presentation for the 2009 
FFTA Forum entitled “Expanded Gamut and the Tipping 
Point.” In it, Samworth and Bowers discussed some of the 
drawbacks to the process (proofing, which has made 
tremendous strides over the past three years, and spot 
color accuracy). More importantly, they coupled color 
theory research with simple yet effective examples to 
illustrate how and why graphic artists and consumer 
product companies should change their approach to 
package design to take full advantage of the expanded 
gamut process.

This article will attempt to build upon the points made by 
Samworth and Bowers as well as highlight other design 
considerations to maximize the effectiveness of the 
expanded gamut printing process.

What We Have Here Is a Failure to Communicate

What often gets overlooked when discussing expanded 
gamut in flexography are the ramifications for the designer 
and the importance of forging strong partnerships with the 
prepress provider to overcome these challenges. 
Continuing the theme from the article “Printing a 
Rembrandt: Preparing Designers for the Realities of 
Flexographic Printing” in the July 2011 issue of FLEXO, the 
importance of collaboration between designers, prepress 
providers and printers cannot be overstated. It may sound 
like naïve advice, but without proper front-end 
communication, unforeseen problems are much more likely 
to occur.

Too often, designers will create a new art file for a package 
or label, have it approved by the consumer product 
company and their marketing team, and then send the file 
to the prepress provider without having any discussions 
about the expanded gamut process. What usually follows 
are a large amount of printability adjustments that might 
have an impact on the look of the intended design, but 
because these changes are post-approval, the consumer 
product company must either settle for these differences 
or delay the timeline by reinitiating the approval process. 
(Preventing that kind of miscommunication is one of the 
advantages that prepress providers with their own internal 
creative services department have over external agencies 
when designing for an expanded gamut process.)

One of the most critical steps that prepress providers can 
take to help guarantee quicker turnarounds and success to 
the consumer product company is to partner with designers 
and educate them on the fundamentals of expanded gamut. 
Using FIRST (Flexographic Image Reproduction 
Specifications & Tolerances) as a guideline, the prepress 
provider should cover the basics of separations with the 
designer. The prepress provider should also explain the 
impacts of expanded gamut and the breakdown of spot 

Designing for 
Expanded gamut 

By Tyler Mills

Take full advantage of the benefits of expanded gamut 
printing by designing specifically for the process.

Smart Design 
decisions ensure 
success on the press



weight of the item in the package in order to keep the 
repeat dimensions the same. Experienced expanded gamut 
printers should be able to walk designers and consumer 
product companies through this process.

Having different items across the lanes of a wide web press 
printing expanded gamut might also lead to some 
unintended design impacts. If color on the side of a package 
bleeds to the edge instead of being pulled back, that bleed 
may carry over into the seal area of the next lane. 
Depending upon the seal type of the package, that color in 
the seal may not get hidden, possibly resulting in a stripe of 
color unlike the rest of the package. To remedy that 
problem, designers and consumer product companies 
might consider similar background colors on all families of 
jobs.

Conclusions
Prepress providers understand separations with more depth 
than designers, so it is important for them to help educate 
designers on the basic concepts behind color separation 
and expanded gamut. Designers should recognize that the 
traditional methods for design don’t always apply with 
expanded gamut. With an unlimited palette of colors to 
choose from many new opportunities for creating tints and 
gradations, designers should look for ways to maximize the 
visual impact of their label or package: avoid large areas of 
flat color, choose bright and bold images that can benefit 
from increased chroma, and stay away from builds of color 
in small areas like type. Doing all of these things will help 
guarantee success on press and allow the design to benefit 
from the expanded gamut process.
 

colors into the different process 
channels. And because prepress providers are the keepers 
of the recipes for spot color refinement, they’ll need to 
help the designer understand the impacts of their color 
selection decisions.

The World Isn’t Flat
Unlike the traditional CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, where single inks comprise large solid areas and 
the four process colors typically get used only for 
photographic images, all expanded gamut elements print as 
a combination of various overprinting tints. Spot colors get 
refined into these process channels according to 
predefined color recipes determined by the separator. 
PANTONE 186 C, for example, will likely separate into some 
combination of magenta, black and orange or red, 
depending upon the ink set used by the printer. This 
breakdown of color into tints has some very important 
design implications.

Remember, all solid areas of expanded gamut print are 
really just overprinting tints. If that solid area were still a 
spot color, we’d be using a solid surface area on the plate, a 
hard cushion tape, and a high volume anilox to deploy ink 
to the substrate, and the only way to vary that color on 
press would be to adjust the thickness of the ink. Instead, 
we’re using a softer cushion tape and a finer anilox roll with 
a higher cell count to lay down a halftone, and these 
halftone dots are susceptible to press gain. Because we’re 
doing this with multiple channels and inks, we now have to 
tightly control up to four decks in the press in order to 
maintain consistency of that one flat color. Anyone who 
has been around flexographic printing understands that 
difficulty on even the most advanced printing presses.

Let’s take it a step further. Imagine a package with a solid, 
light beige background (a common trend with brands 
wanting to convey a ‘natural’ message to the consumer). 
Let’s assume that when separated, the light beige breaks 
down into highlight tints of magenta, yellow and black to 
form a three-channel build. Those familiar with 

flexographic printing and press gain understand that 
highlight dots are notoriously the most difficult to control 
throughout the course of the run. Just due to the very 
nature of relief printing with photopolymer and the wear 
that plates take at accelerated press speeds, these highlight 
dots will experience dot gain in unequal amounts. What 
started as light beige may drift to a warmer red shade as the 
magenta plate experiences more dot gain in those areas 
than its counterparts, and the shift in color could be very 
noticeable in a large solid background color made up of so 
many highlights.

The human brain perceives color differences in large areas 
of flat color much more easily than it does in images. 
Because there is a high likelihood that these flat colors will 
vary over the course of a long run due to the different 
overprinting tints, designers should avoid these types of 
elements in their work and focus on using more images, 
patterns, textures, glows, transparencies or gradients. 
Complex designs might run counter to the current trend of 
“KISS Is King” (Keep It Simple and Straightforward), but even 
a subtle texture over a color can keep shifts in color from 
appearing noticeable to the eye.
 

Registration and the Rules for Texting
In order for printers to have success with expanded gamut, 
they must maintain tight register on press between all 
colors over the course of the run, somewhere in the vicinity 
of 0.004 to 0.006 inches. In addition to making elements of 
the package unclear, less sharp and less visually appealing, 
misregister can even impact the appearance of color itself. 
As tints overprint on top of one another at different screen 
angles, halftone dots overlay to form the defined color 
builds; misregister can position the dots at incorrect 
coordinates in relation to the other halftones, causing a 
shift in the hue of the color. Fortunately, modern press and 
sleeve technology has greatly improved press registration.

Despite such tight control over registration, the color of 
small elements (particularly typography) needs to be 
considered when designing for the expanded gamut 
process. Type smaller than 12-point generally works best as 
a single color build so that it will not be made of different 
colors that have to register to one another.

A package with a brown weight mark in CMYK + Spot 
printing will print with a PMS brown color. However, in 
expanded gamut printing, that brown weight mark will 
likely be processed into a three-color (sometimes even 
four-color) build. Because the weight mark is such a 
prominent item on the package, the consumer product 
company will not want to tolerate any misregister in that 

Prepress providers 
must educate designers 
about expanded gamut 
to guarantee sucess.

area and the printer will not want to put themselves in a 
situation where they will have to worry about the 
registration here over the course of the entire print run. To 
make matters worse, if the package has to be reprinted six 
months later with only a change to the ounce weight, 
reduction in the ounce weight, the brown color will force 
the consumer product company to order three new plates. 
A better alternative would be to overprint a single ink color 
for the weight mark.

A reversed instance of small type presents similar problems. 
If white type is reversed out of a background build of 
multiple colors, then all but one of those background 
colors will need to be pulled back from the white type in 
case of misregister. This 
pullback leaves a border 
around the reversed text in a 
single color, essentially 
creating a reverse trap. 
Designers should be made to 
understand this and the impact 
that it will have on the look of 
their package.

Rainbow Colors
Research suggests that people 
prefer an image with higher levels of chroma than the same 
image with less chroma. This generally holds true, though it 
varies by subject matter; for instance, an image of people 
would generally require less chroma expansion to reach its 
optimum level than a jungle image. Fortunately, prepress 
providers can use software to selectively add chroma to 
images where needed when separating for expanded gamut 
by adjusting the channel output of that image. When 
choosing images for an expanded gamut package or label, 
designers should consider bold and colorful images that 
can take advantage of this chroma enhancement for 
maximum store shelf impact.

Additionally, expanded gamut printing creates many more 
design opportunities by increasing the flexibility of tints 
and gradations. With the CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, any spot color that the designer wishes to have as 
both a solid and a screen usually requires either two 
separations (and a subsequent trap line), limiting even 
further the amount of colors that could be used on the job. 
Alternatively, the job could run as a combination 
separation, functioning as a not-so-happy medium to 
achieve adequate solid coverage and relatively low press 
gain. To make matters worse, screens of spot color screens 
generally do not print higher than 100 lpi, creating a course 
texture and noticeable dot pattern rather than a smooth 

gradation. With expanded gamut, these concerns disappear, 
as the entire set of base colors can print as solids or screens 
at a much finer line count.

That having been said, color builds can have some major 
impacts on any tints, gradations, transparencies, vignettes 
or glows that the designer wishes to use. Because spot 
colors will be broken down into a tint of the base colors, 
dropouts can occur at unexpected values depending upon 
the color recipe. A subtle glow on top of a light blue 
background, for instance, might cause magenta dropouts at 
a tint of 30%. To compensate, prepress providers might 
need to overprint areas of minimum base coverage in these 
places, which could diminish the visual impact or use a 

transitional screen (like an 
AM/FM hybrid) that could 
lead to negative 
consequences for long-term 
print consistency.

Because expanded gamut 
printing eliminates the need 
for spot colors, it also 
eliminates the use of ink 
drawdowns in accordance. 
To help designers make good 

color decisions, many 
prepress providers 
create swatch books for 

the designer and consumer 
product company. These swatch books function much like 
Pantone swatch books; they are printed on a press and 
show the spot color in its broken down state. Some colors 
work better than others due to their builds, and the book 
helps to illuminate the designer as to which colors might 
print more cleanly than others. A few spot colors are just 
not achievable on press within a reasonable ∆E tolerance 
because of the ink set used by the printer.

Smart Design
One of the things that makes the expanded gamut process 
in packaging so versatile is the ability for the printer to gang 
jobs together in lanes on a wide web press, if those jobs 
contain common repeat lengths. I emphasize that last point 
because it can really have an impact on cost savings that get 
passed down from the printer. To maximize effectiveness, 
consumer product companies should focus on having a 
family of products with the same repeat length rather than 
the same ounce weight. Barbeque potato chips, for 
instance, might require a larger package to have a matching 
net weight with regular potato chips; however, the 
consumer product company should consider reducing the 

Expanded gamut printing in flexography 
hardly requires an introduction anymore. The 
process has entered the growth stage of its 
lifecycle, and the benefits are well known to 
buyers and converters alike. 

Fewer changeovers and less make ready downtime equate 
to higher levels of productivity and less waste in the press 
room, and an unlimited color palette gives graphic artists 
exciting new design opportunities and print schedulers 
more flexibility when ganging jobs with common repeat 
lengths on a wide web press. FLEXO has published many 
terrific articles extoling the advantages of running an 
expanded gamut workflow, and if you attended the 2012 
FFTA Forum this year in San Antonio, you likely sat in on a 
session dedicated entirely to the subject.

Knowing the advantages of expanded gamut printing, one 
might wonder why more converters and consumer product 
companies do not use the process. What will it take for the 
process to gain more widespread acceptance? That’s a 
question that Mark Samworth of Esko and Al Bowers of RR 
Donnelley both asked in their presentation for the 2009 
FFTA Forum entitled “Expanded Gamut and the Tipping 
Point.” In it, Samworth and Bowers discussed some of the 
drawbacks to the process (proofing, which has made 
tremendous strides over the past three years, and spot 
color accuracy). More importantly, they coupled color 
theory research with simple yet effective examples to 
illustrate how and why graphic artists and consumer 
product companies should change their approach to 
package design to take full advantage of the expanded 
gamut process.

This article will attempt to build upon the points made by 
Samworth and Bowers as well as highlight other design 
considerations to maximize the effectiveness of the 
expanded gamut printing process.

What We Have Here Is a Failure to Communicate

What often gets overlooked when discussing expanded 
gamut in flexography are the ramifications for the designer 
and the importance of forging strong partnerships with the 
prepress provider to overcome these challenges. 
Continuing the theme from the article “Printing a 
Rembrandt: Preparing Designers for the Realities of 
Flexographic Printing” in the July 2011 issue of FLEXO, the 
importance of collaboration between designers, prepress 
providers and printers cannot be overstated. It may sound 
like naïve advice, but without proper front-end 
communication, unforeseen problems are much more likely 
to occur.

Too often, designers will create a new art file for a package 
or label, have it approved by the consumer product 
company and their marketing team, and then send the file 
to the prepress provider without having any discussions 
about the expanded gamut process. What usually follows 
are a large amount of printability adjustments that might 
have an impact on the look of the intended design, but 
because these changes are post-approval, the consumer 
product company must either settle for these differences 
or delay the timeline by reinitiating the approval process. 
(Preventing that kind of miscommunication is one of the 
advantages that prepress providers with their own internal 
creative services department have over external agencies 
when designing for an expanded gamut process.)

One of the most critical steps that prepress providers can 
take to help guarantee quicker turnarounds and success to 
the consumer product company is to partner with designers 
and educate them on the fundamentals of expanded gamut. 
Using FIRST (Flexographic Image Reproduction 
Specifications & Tolerances) as a guideline, the prepress 
provider should cover the basics of separations with the 
designer. The prepress provider should also explain the 
impacts of expanded gamut and the breakdown of spot 



weight of the item in the package in order to keep the 
repeat dimensions the same. Experienced expanded gamut 
printers should be able to walk designers and consumer 
product companies through this process.

Having different items across the lanes of a wide web press 
printing expanded gamut might also lead to some 
unintended design impacts. If color on the side of a package 
bleeds to the edge instead of being pulled back, that bleed 
may carry over into the seal area of the next lane. 
Depending upon the seal type of the package, that color in 
the seal may not get hidden, possibly resulting in a stripe of 
color unlike the rest of the package. To remedy that 
problem, designers and consumer product companies 
might consider similar background colors on all families of 
jobs.

Conclusions
Prepress providers understand separations with more depth 
than designers, so it is important for them to help educate 
designers on the basic concepts behind color separation 
and expanded gamut. Designers should recognize that the 
traditional methods for design don’t always apply with 
expanded gamut. With an unlimited palette of colors to 
choose from many new opportunities for creating tints and 
gradations, designers should look for ways to maximize the 
visual impact of their label or package: avoid large areas of 
flat color, choose bright and bold images that can benefit 
from increased chroma, and stay away from builds of color 
in small areas like type. Doing all of these things will help 
guarantee success on press and allow the design to benefit 
from the expanded gamut process.
 

colors into the different process 
channels. And because prepress providers are the keepers 
of the recipes for spot color refinement, they’ll need to 
help the designer understand the impacts of their color 
selection decisions.

The World Isn’t Flat
Unlike the traditional CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, where single inks comprise large solid areas and 
the four process colors typically get used only for 
photographic images, all expanded gamut elements print as 
a combination of various overprinting tints. Spot colors get 
refined into these process channels according to 
predefined color recipes determined by the separator. 
PANTONE 186 C, for example, will likely separate into some 
combination of magenta, black and orange or red, 
depending upon the ink set used by the printer. This 
breakdown of color into tints has some very important 
design implications.

Remember, all solid areas of expanded gamut print are 
really just overprinting tints. If that solid area were still a 
spot color, we’d be using a solid surface area on the plate, a 
hard cushion tape, and a high volume anilox to deploy ink 
to the substrate, and the only way to vary that color on 
press would be to adjust the thickness of the ink. Instead, 
we’re using a softer cushion tape and a finer anilox roll with 
a higher cell count to lay down a halftone, and these 
halftone dots are susceptible to press gain. Because we’re 
doing this with multiple channels and inks, we now have to 
tightly control up to four decks in the press in order to 
maintain consistency of that one flat color. Anyone who 
has been around flexographic printing understands that 
difficulty on even the most advanced printing presses.

Let’s take it a step further. Imagine a package with a solid, 
light beige background (a common trend with brands 
wanting to convey a ‘natural’ message to the consumer). 
Let’s assume that when separated, the light beige breaks 
down into highlight tints of magenta, yellow and black to 
form a three-channel build. Those familiar with 

flexographic printing and press gain understand that 
highlight dots are notoriously the most difficult to control 
throughout the course of the run. Just due to the very 
nature of relief printing with photopolymer and the wear 
that plates take at accelerated press speeds, these highlight 
dots will experience dot gain in unequal amounts. What 
started as light beige may drift to a warmer red shade as the 
magenta plate experiences more dot gain in those areas 
than its counterparts, and the shift in color could be very 
noticeable in a large solid background color made up of so 
many highlights.

The human brain perceives color differences in large areas 
of flat color much more easily than it does in images. 
Because there is a high likelihood that these flat colors will 
vary over the course of a long run due to the different 
overprinting tints, designers should avoid these types of 
elements in their work and focus on using more images, 
patterns, textures, glows, transparencies or gradients. 
Complex designs might run counter to the current trend of 
“KISS Is King” (Keep It Simple and Straightforward), but even 
a subtle texture over a color can keep shifts in color from 
appearing noticeable to the eye.
 

Registration and the Rules for Texting
In order for printers to have success with expanded gamut, 
they must maintain tight register on press between all 
colors over the course of the run, somewhere in the vicinity 
of 0.004 to 0.006 inches. In addition to making elements of 
the package unclear, less sharp and less visually appealing, 
misregister can even impact the appearance of color itself. 
As tints overprint on top of one another at different screen 
angles, halftone dots overlay to form the defined color 
builds; misregister can position the dots at incorrect 
coordinates in relation to the other halftones, causing a 
shift in the hue of the color. Fortunately, modern press and 
sleeve technology has greatly improved press registration.

Despite such tight control over registration, the color of 
small elements (particularly typography) needs to be 
considered when designing for the expanded gamut 
process. Type smaller than 12-point generally works best as 
a single color build so that it will not be made of different 
colors that have to register to one another.

A package with a brown weight mark in CMYK + Spot 
printing will print with a PMS brown color. However, in 
expanded gamut printing, that brown weight mark will 
likely be processed into a three-color (sometimes even 
four-color) build. Because the weight mark is such a 
prominent item on the package, the consumer product 
company will not want to tolerate any misregister in that 

area and the printer will not want to put themselves in a 
situation where they will have to worry about the 
registration here over the course of the entire print run. To 
make matters worse, if the package has to be reprinted six 
months later with only a change to the ounce weight, 
reduction in the ounce weight, the brown color will force 
the consumer product company to order three new plates. 
A better alternative would be to overprint a single ink color 
for the weight mark.

A reversed instance of small type presents similar problems. 
If white type is reversed out of a background build of 
multiple colors, then all but one of those background 
colors will need to be pulled back from the white type in 
case of misregister. This 
pullback leaves a border 
around the reversed text in a 
single color, essentially 
creating a reverse trap. 
Designers should be made to 
understand this and the impact 
that it will have on the look of 
their package.

Rainbow Colors
Research suggests that people 
prefer an image with higher levels of chroma than the same 
image with less chroma. This generally holds true, though it 
varies by subject matter; for instance, an image of people 
would generally require less chroma expansion to reach its 
optimum level than a jungle image. Fortunately, prepress 
providers can use software to selectively add chroma to 
images where needed when separating for expanded gamut 
by adjusting the channel output of that image. When 
choosing images for an expanded gamut package or label, 
designers should consider bold and colorful images that 
can take advantage of this chroma enhancement for 
maximum store shelf impact.

Additionally, expanded gamut printing creates many more 
design opportunities by increasing the flexibility of tints 
and gradations. With the CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, any spot color that the designer wishes to have as 
both a solid and a screen usually requires either two 
separations (and a subsequent trap line), limiting even 
further the amount of colors that could be used on the job. 
Alternatively, the job could run as a combination 
separation, functioning as a not-so-happy medium to 
achieve adequate solid coverage and relatively low press 
gain. To make matters worse, screens of spot color screens 
generally do not print higher than 100 lpi, creating a course 
texture and noticeable dot pattern rather than a smooth 

gradation. With expanded gamut, these concerns disappear, 
as the entire set of base colors can print as solids or screens 
at a much finer line count.

That having been said, color builds can have some major 
impacts on any tints, gradations, transparencies, vignettes 
or glows that the designer wishes to use. Because spot 
colors will be broken down into a tint of the base colors, 
dropouts can occur at unexpected values depending upon 
the color recipe. A subtle glow on top of a light blue 
background, for instance, might cause magenta dropouts at 
a tint of 30%. To compensate, prepress providers might 
need to overprint areas of minimum base coverage in these 
places, which could diminish the visual impact or use a 

transitional screen (like an 
AM/FM hybrid) that could 
lead to negative 
consequences for long-term 
print consistency.

Because expanded gamut 
printing eliminates the need 
for spot colors, it also 
eliminates the use of ink 
drawdowns in accordance. 
To help designers make good 

color decisions, many 
prepress providers 
create swatch books for 

the designer and consumer 
product company. These swatch books function much like 
Pantone swatch books; they are printed on a press and 
show the spot color in its broken down state. Some colors 
work better than others due to their builds, and the book 
helps to illuminate the designer as to which colors might 
print more cleanly than others. A few spot colors are just 
not achievable on press within a reasonable ∆E tolerance 
because of the ink set used by the printer.

Smart Design
One of the things that makes the expanded gamut process 
in packaging so versatile is the ability for the printer to gang 
jobs together in lanes on a wide web press, if those jobs 
contain common repeat lengths. I emphasize that last point 
because it can really have an impact on cost savings that get 
passed down from the printer. To maximize effectiveness, 
consumer product companies should focus on having a 
family of products with the same repeat length rather than 
the same ounce weight. Barbeque potato chips, for 
instance, might require a larger package to have a matching 
net weight with regular potato chips; however, the 
consumer product company should consider reducing the 

expanded gamut 
printing creates 
many more design 
opportunities.

Expanded gamut printing in flexography 
hardly requires an introduction anymore. The 
process has entered the growth stage of its 
lifecycle, and the benefits are well known to 
buyers and converters alike. 

Fewer changeovers and less make ready downtime equate 
to higher levels of productivity and less waste in the press 
room, and an unlimited color palette gives graphic artists 
exciting new design opportunities and print schedulers 
more flexibility when ganging jobs with common repeat 
lengths on a wide web press. FLEXO has published many 
terrific articles extoling the advantages of running an 
expanded gamut workflow, and if you attended the 2012 
FFTA Forum this year in San Antonio, you likely sat in on a 
session dedicated entirely to the subject.

Knowing the advantages of expanded gamut printing, one 
might wonder why more converters and consumer product 
companies do not use the process. What will it take for the 
process to gain more widespread acceptance? That’s a 
question that Mark Samworth of Esko and Al Bowers of RR 
Donnelley both asked in their presentation for the 2009 
FFTA Forum entitled “Expanded Gamut and the Tipping 
Point.” In it, Samworth and Bowers discussed some of the 
drawbacks to the process (proofing, which has made 
tremendous strides over the past three years, and spot 
color accuracy). More importantly, they coupled color 
theory research with simple yet effective examples to 
illustrate how and why graphic artists and consumer 
product companies should change their approach to 
package design to take full advantage of the expanded 
gamut process.

This article will attempt to build upon the points made by 
Samworth and Bowers as well as highlight other design 
considerations to maximize the effectiveness of the 
expanded gamut printing process.

What We Have Here Is a Failure to Communicate

What often gets overlooked when discussing expanded 
gamut in flexography are the ramifications for the designer 
and the importance of forging strong partnerships with the 
prepress provider to overcome these challenges. 
Continuing the theme from the article “Printing a 
Rembrandt: Preparing Designers for the Realities of 
Flexographic Printing” in the July 2011 issue of FLEXO, the 
importance of collaboration between designers, prepress 
providers and printers cannot be overstated. It may sound 
like naïve advice, but without proper front-end 
communication, unforeseen problems are much more likely 
to occur.

Too often, designers will create a new art file for a package 
or label, have it approved by the consumer product 
company and their marketing team, and then send the file 
to the prepress provider without having any discussions 
about the expanded gamut process. What usually follows 
are a large amount of printability adjustments that might 
have an impact on the look of the intended design, but 
because these changes are post-approval, the consumer 
product company must either settle for these differences 
or delay the timeline by reinitiating the approval process. 
(Preventing that kind of miscommunication is one of the 
advantages that prepress providers with their own internal 
creative services department have over external agencies 
when designing for an expanded gamut process.)

One of the most critical steps that prepress providers can 
take to help guarantee quicker turnarounds and success to 
the consumer product company is to partner with designers 
and educate them on the fundamentals of expanded gamut. 
Using FIRST (Flexographic Image Reproduction 
Specifications & Tolerances) as a guideline, the prepress 
provider should cover the basics of separations with the 
designer. The prepress provider should also explain the 
impacts of expanded gamut and the breakdown of spot 



weight of the item in the package in order to keep the 
repeat dimensions the same. Experienced expanded gamut 
printers should be able to walk designers and consumer 
product companies through this process.

Having different items across the lanes of a wide web press 
printing expanded gamut might also lead to some 
unintended design impacts. If color on the side of a package 
bleeds to the edge instead of being pulled back, that bleed 
may carry over into the seal area of the next lane. 
Depending upon the seal type of the package, that color in 
the seal may not get hidden, possibly resulting in a stripe of 
color unlike the rest of the package. To remedy that 
problem, designers and consumer product companies 
might consider similar background colors on all families of 
jobs.

Conclusions
Prepress providers understand separations with more depth 
than designers, so it is important for them to help educate 
designers on the basic concepts behind color separation 
and expanded gamut. Designers should recognize that the 
traditional methods for design don’t always apply with 
expanded gamut. With an unlimited palette of colors to 
choose from many new opportunities for creating tints and 
gradations, designers should look for ways to maximize the 
visual impact of their label or package: avoid large areas of 
flat color, choose bright and bold images that can benefit 
from increased chroma, and stay away from builds of color 
in small areas like type. Doing all of these things will help 
guarantee success on press and allow the design to benefit 
from the expanded gamut process.
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colors into the different process 
channels. And because prepress providers are the keepers 
of the recipes for spot color refinement, they’ll need to 
help the designer understand the impacts of their color 
selection decisions.

The World Isn’t Flat
Unlike the traditional CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, where single inks comprise large solid areas and 
the four process colors typically get used only for 
photographic images, all expanded gamut elements print as 
a combination of various overprinting tints. Spot colors get 
refined into these process channels according to 
predefined color recipes determined by the separator. 
PANTONE 186 C, for example, will likely separate into some 
combination of magenta, black and orange or red, 
depending upon the ink set used by the printer. This 
breakdown of color into tints has some very important 
design implications.

Remember, all solid areas of expanded gamut print are 
really just overprinting tints. If that solid area were still a 
spot color, we’d be using a solid surface area on the plate, a 
hard cushion tape, and a high volume anilox to deploy ink 
to the substrate, and the only way to vary that color on 
press would be to adjust the thickness of the ink. Instead, 
we’re using a softer cushion tape and a finer anilox roll with 
a higher cell count to lay down a halftone, and these 
halftone dots are susceptible to press gain. Because we’re 
doing this with multiple channels and inks, we now have to 
tightly control up to four decks in the press in order to 
maintain consistency of that one flat color. Anyone who 
has been around flexographic printing understands that 
difficulty on even the most advanced printing presses.

Let’s take it a step further. Imagine a package with a solid, 
light beige background (a common trend with brands 
wanting to convey a ‘natural’ message to the consumer). 
Let’s assume that when separated, the light beige breaks 
down into highlight tints of magenta, yellow and black to 
form a three-channel build. Those familiar with 

flexographic printing and press gain understand that 
highlight dots are notoriously the most difficult to control 
throughout the course of the run. Just due to the very 
nature of relief printing with photopolymer and the wear 
that plates take at accelerated press speeds, these highlight 
dots will experience dot gain in unequal amounts. What 
started as light beige may drift to a warmer red shade as the 
magenta plate experiences more dot gain in those areas 
than its counterparts, and the shift in color could be very 
noticeable in a large solid background color made up of so 
many highlights.

The human brain perceives color differences in large areas 
of flat color much more easily than it does in images. 
Because there is a high likelihood that these flat colors will 
vary over the course of a long run due to the different 
overprinting tints, designers should avoid these types of 
elements in their work and focus on using more images, 
patterns, textures, glows, transparencies or gradients. 
Complex designs might run counter to the current trend of 
“KISS Is King” (Keep It Simple and Straightforward), but even 
a subtle texture over a color can keep shifts in color from 
appearing noticeable to the eye.
 

Registration and the Rules for Texting
In order for printers to have success with expanded gamut, 
they must maintain tight register on press between all 
colors over the course of the run, somewhere in the vicinity 
of 0.004 to 0.006 inches. In addition to making elements of 
the package unclear, less sharp and less visually appealing, 
misregister can even impact the appearance of color itself. 
As tints overprint on top of one another at different screen 
angles, halftone dots overlay to form the defined color 
builds; misregister can position the dots at incorrect 
coordinates in relation to the other halftones, causing a 
shift in the hue of the color. Fortunately, modern press and 
sleeve technology has greatly improved press registration.

Despite such tight control over registration, the color of 
small elements (particularly typography) needs to be 
considered when designing for the expanded gamut 
process. Type smaller than 12-point generally works best as 
a single color build so that it will not be made of different 
colors that have to register to one another.

A package with a brown weight mark in CMYK + Spot 
printing will print with a PMS brown color. However, in 
expanded gamut printing, that brown weight mark will 
likely be processed into a three-color (sometimes even 
four-color) build. Because the weight mark is such a 
prominent item on the package, the consumer product 
company will not want to tolerate any misregister in that 

area and the printer will not want to put themselves in a 
situation where they will have to worry about the 
registration here over the course of the entire print run. To 
make matters worse, if the package has to be reprinted six 
months later with only a change to the ounce weight, 
reduction in the ounce weight, the brown color will force 
the consumer product company to order three new plates. 
A better alternative would be to overprint a single ink color 
for the weight mark.

A reversed instance of small type presents similar problems. 
If white type is reversed out of a background build of 
multiple colors, then all but one of those background 
colors will need to be pulled back from the white type in 
case of misregister. This 
pullback leaves a border 
around the reversed text in a 
single color, essentially 
creating a reverse trap. 
Designers should be made to 
understand this and the impact 
that it will have on the look of 
their package.

Rainbow Colors
Research suggests that people 
prefer an image with higher levels of chroma than the same 
image with less chroma. This generally holds true, though it 
varies by subject matter; for instance, an image of people 
would generally require less chroma expansion to reach its 
optimum level than a jungle image. Fortunately, prepress 
providers can use software to selectively add chroma to 
images where needed when separating for expanded gamut 
by adjusting the channel output of that image. When 
choosing images for an expanded gamut package or label, 
designers should consider bold and colorful images that 
can take advantage of this chroma enhancement for 
maximum store shelf impact.

Additionally, expanded gamut printing creates many more 
design opportunities by increasing the flexibility of tints 
and gradations. With the CMYK + Spot methodology of 
printing, any spot color that the designer wishes to have as 
both a solid and a screen usually requires either two 
separations (and a subsequent trap line), limiting even 
further the amount of colors that could be used on the job. 
Alternatively, the job could run as a combination 
separation, functioning as a not-so-happy medium to 
achieve adequate solid coverage and relatively low press 
gain. To make matters worse, screens of spot color screens 
generally do not print higher than 100 lpi, creating a course 
texture and noticeable dot pattern rather than a smooth 

gradation. With expanded gamut, these concerns disappear, 
as the entire set of base colors can print as solids or screens 
at a much finer line count.

That having been said, color builds can have some major 
impacts on any tints, gradations, transparencies, vignettes 
or glows that the designer wishes to use. Because spot 
colors will be broken down into a tint of the base colors, 
dropouts can occur at unexpected values depending upon 
the color recipe. A subtle glow on top of a light blue 
background, for instance, might cause magenta dropouts at 
a tint of 30%. To compensate, prepress providers might 
need to overprint areas of minimum base coverage in these 
places, which could diminish the visual impact or use a 

transitional screen (like an 
AM/FM hybrid) that could 
lead to negative 
consequences for long-term 
print consistency.

Because expanded gamut 
printing eliminates the need 
for spot colors, it also 
eliminates the use of ink 
drawdowns in accordance. 
To help designers make good 

color decisions, many 
prepress providers 
create swatch books for 

the designer and consumer 
product company. These swatch books function much like 
Pantone swatch books; they are printed on a press and 
show the spot color in its broken down state. Some colors 
work better than others due to their builds, and the book 
helps to illuminate the designer as to which colors might 
print more cleanly than others. A few spot colors are just 
not achievable on press within a reasonable ∆E tolerance 
because of the ink set used by the printer.

Smart Design
One of the things that makes the expanded gamut process 
in packaging so versatile is the ability for the printer to gang 
jobs together in lanes on a wide web press, if those jobs 
contain common repeat lengths. I emphasize that last point 
because it can really have an impact on cost savings that get 
passed down from the printer. To maximize effectiveness, 
consumer product companies should focus on having a 
family of products with the same repeat length rather than 
the same ounce weight. Barbeque potato chips, for 
instance, might require a larger package to have a matching 
net weight with regular potato chips; however, the 
consumer product company should consider reducing the 

Expanded gamut printing in flexography 
hardly requires an introduction anymore. The 
process has entered the growth stage of its 
lifecycle, and the benefits are well known to 
buyers and converters alike. 

Fewer changeovers and less make ready downtime equate 
to higher levels of productivity and less waste in the press 
room, and an unlimited color palette gives graphic artists 
exciting new design opportunities and print schedulers 
more flexibility when ganging jobs with common repeat 
lengths on a wide web press. FLEXO has published many 
terrific articles extoling the advantages of running an 
expanded gamut workflow, and if you attended the 2012 
FFTA Forum this year in San Antonio, you likely sat in on a 
session dedicated entirely to the subject.

Knowing the advantages of expanded gamut printing, one 
might wonder why more converters and consumer product 
companies do not use the process. What will it take for the 
process to gain more widespread acceptance? That’s a 
question that Mark Samworth of Esko and Al Bowers of RR 
Donnelley both asked in their presentation for the 2009 
FFTA Forum entitled “Expanded Gamut and the Tipping 
Point.” In it, Samworth and Bowers discussed some of the 
drawbacks to the process (proofing, which has made 
tremendous strides over the past three years, and spot 
color accuracy). More importantly, they coupled color 
theory research with simple yet effective examples to 
illustrate how and why graphic artists and consumer 
product companies should change their approach to 
package design to take full advantage of the expanded 
gamut process.

This article will attempt to build upon the points made by 
Samworth and Bowers as well as highlight other design 
considerations to maximize the effectiveness of the 
expanded gamut printing process.

What We Have Here Is a Failure to Communicate

What often gets overlooked when discussing expanded 
gamut in flexography are the ramifications for the designer 
and the importance of forging strong partnerships with the 
prepress provider to overcome these challenges. 
Continuing the theme from the article “Printing a 
Rembrandt: Preparing Designers for the Realities of 
Flexographic Printing” in the July 2011 issue of FLEXO, the 
importance of collaboration between designers, prepress 
providers and printers cannot be overstated. It may sound 
like naïve advice, but without proper front-end 
communication, unforeseen problems are much more likely 
to occur.

Too often, designers will create a new art file for a package 
or label, have it approved by the consumer product 
company and their marketing team, and then send the file 
to the prepress provider without having any discussions 
about the expanded gamut process. What usually follows 
are a large amount of printability adjustments that might 
have an impact on the look of the intended design, but 
because these changes are post-approval, the consumer 
product company must either settle for these differences 
or delay the timeline by reinitiating the approval process. 
(Preventing that kind of miscommunication is one of the 
advantages that prepress providers with their own internal 
creative services department have over external agencies 
when designing for an expanded gamut process.)

One of the most critical steps that prepress providers can 
take to help guarantee quicker turnarounds and success to 
the consumer product company is to partner with designers 
and educate them on the fundamentals of expanded gamut. 
Using FIRST (Flexographic Image Reproduction 
Specifications & Tolerances) as a guideline, the prepress 
provider should cover the basics of separations with the 
designer. The prepress provider should also explain the 
impacts of expanded gamut and the breakdown of spot 



Any student of history could tell you that 
change is inevitable, just as anyone who has 
worked in the printing industry for an 
extended period of time could tell you the 
same. Our world exists in a constant state of flux, and new 
technologies and developments continue to shape and 
change our industry all the time.

Today, it’s generally accepted (especially in Europe and 
North America) that flexography has become the preferred 
printing medium for flexible packaging. In just twenty short 
years, and with significant advancements made to ink, 
plates and presses, a form of printing that for years had 
been derided as “rubber stamp printing” has become a near 
equal to its gravure rival. For those of us fortunate enough 
to work in the flexography industry, there’s never been a 
better time than today.

In a May 2012 article in packagePRINTING, Vijay 
Ramachandran of DuPont attributed the rise in flexography 
to three factors: the economics of consumer demand for 
shorter print runs, the shifting marketplace brought on by 
industry globalization (driving growth in the Asia-Pacific 
markets), and the demand for sustainable workflow 
solutions. With print quality reaching the level of gravure 
and no longer determining the method of printing, factors 
like faster turnaround times, combination printing 
possibilities, easier transportation and storage of print 
media, and more environmentally friendly media 
production all make flexography the more attractive 
option.

With that said, converting a job from flexography to 
gravure while still maintaining the same quality can 
challenge even the most learned prepress and printing 
experts.

Compensating for dot gain is one of the more challenging 
aspects of separating for flexography. The best minimum 
dot might print near a 15% dot on film, and as the number of 
impressions increases and the plate begins to wear, that dot 
size can continue to climb. For example, an image of a skier 
on a snowy slope might contain a majority of highlight dots. 
With gravure, the separator may be able to keep all four 
process channels in the snow to give it shape and definition. 
Flexographic separators, however, have to be cognizant of 
higher dot gains and might best serve the printer by limiting 
the snow to only one or two channels, perhaps cyan and 
black only. This restraint might make the image slightly 
flatter, but it keeps the snow from turning a dirty grey as the 
dot gain increases over the course of the print run.

Gravure is capable of printing a nice solid and an open 
screen on the same print station; flexographic printers do 
not have that luxury. In order to maintain an open screen 
but still lay down ink well in the solids, two different anilox 
rolls are needed which means that two different printing 
stations will be required. An eight-color job in gravure 
could easily become nine or ten colors, so printers and 
separators need to be mindful when taking a gravure job to 
flexo.

Flexo separators have to be aware of shadows or any 
elements that fade to nothing (or even a single separation 
that fades to nothing, such as a magenta glow around an 
element over a grey background with no magenta minimum 
dots present outside the glow). Because of flexographic dot 
gain, this fade will create an artificial, “puddled” edge 
around the object. To have the desired effect, a separator 
would need to carry minimum dots of the faded color in 
the background or use some sort of transitional, hybrid 
screen to limit the effect.

Making the switch: 
Transitioning a Gravure- Printed
job to fLexography

By Tyler Mills

There is Nothing 
permanent except change.
   - Heraclitus 
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policies should exhibit a level of 
commitment and contain some specific goals that the 
organization will work toward. Perhaps most importantly, 
those goals should fit harmoniously within the 
organization’s more broad business goals. 

Paperless Office
Consider the number of changes that have happened in 
prepress over the past ten years. Gone are the days when 
the work necessitated filmsetters, scanners, light tables, and 
sublimation printers for proofs. Barring the footprint of 
plate and sleeve manufacturing, most trade shops today 
can function on a server, a few workstations, a RIP, a 
workflow system and a couple of inkjet proofers. Almost all 
have some form of Management Information System (MIS) 
with electronic work ticket capabilities, and yet so many 
organizations still insist on hard copies of production 
orders and job folders. Old habits die hard.

‘The Paperless Office’ can be one of those flashy 
management terms preached in yearly powwows as the 
next evolution of business, but some definite truth exists to 
its benefits. Everything needed for an operator to execute 
on a job is simply data, and it’s much easier to manipulate 
that data usefully if it is digital and available from the 
workstation. A production order can be very cluttered with 
numerous data fields and instructions needed to complete 
the job in all departments if it has to all be constrained to 
the size of an 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper. Imagine, instead, if a 
prepress artist could log into her MIS and view only the 
data she needs to complete the job while a plate maker 
could do the same and see only his pertinent data; 
suddenly, your ability to communicate becomes much 
more effective, not to mention the reduction in paper and 
ink needed to print out forms.

Not only is digital data easier to manipulate, it can also 
make an operation more efficient and thus, more 
sustainable. Data stored in a database can utilize JDF/JMF 
or database scripting to link the MIS to workflow systems 
and automate processes in the trade shop. Esko has an 
entire modular prepress workflow system focused on 

automation, and a major facet of Kodak Prinergy is its 
Rules-Based Automation (RBA). Driving that automation via 
a connection to the MIS makes any prepress operation 
more efficient.

Color contract proofing for flexography presents more 
challenges for going paperless, but monitor technology, 
lighting, and the capabilities of profiling and collaboration 
software have evolved rapidly in recent years. Monitor 
proofing presents many unique challenges — dedicated 
equipment and resources, proper calibration, the business 
economics of delivering proofs to the customer, etc. — but 
the benefits may outweigh the drawbacks. The approval 
window becomes much shorter when physical shipping is 
no longer an element in the delivery process (also reducing 
the carbon footprint of the proof), and the limitation of the 
gamut in an inkjet proofer no longer plays a factor in 
capturing the full gamut of the profile because of the much 
larger RGB color space of a monitor.

Energy Utilization
Dr. Alexander Wissner-Gross, a physicist and Fellow at the 
Harvard University Institute for Applied Computational 
Science, caused a stir in 2009 when London’s Sunday Times 
reported a study completed by Gross and his team 
indicating that a single web search produces 7g of CO2. 
(Google later answered back with a claim that only 0.2g of 
CO2 result from the servers at Google, with much more 
coming from the personal computer executing the search.) 
Regardless, this anecdote illustrates something that often 
gets lost in discussions of data: even electronic data has an 
impact on the environment.

Older computers with outdated motherboards can 
consume much more energy than modern computers. 
ENERGY STAR has stringent guidelines for both computers 
(Version 5.0) and servers (Version 1.0), and using computers 
or servers that meet these requirements can significantly 
reduce the energy required to process prepress work 
through the system. Additionally, newer and faster 
workstations mean more efficiency and fewer complaints 
from operators trying to execute their work against a 
schedule.

For prepress trade shops that also run a manufacturing 
operation making plates, sleeves or engravings, energy 
usage runs much higher. To effectively analyze the impact 
that any equipment has on the electric bill, power meters 
can be purchased and connected to the power supply to 
effectively monitor power and demand usage. An effective 
exercise to determine the percent of the operation’s energy 
usage dedicated to the manufacturing process is to hook 
power meters to the different pieces of plate making 

equipment and total the kWh usage from each over a 
month-long period, and then subtracting that amount from 
the total kWh usage on the energy bill.

With regard to the production of 
photopolymer, a drying unit and a solvent 
recovery system account for the majority 
of energy usage in digitally produced 
solvent plates. The energy consumed by 
this equipment — unlike exposure, 
ablation and washout equipment — has 
more to do with the operational settings 
and less to do with the amount of 
material sent through it. For instance, 
drying one 42” x 60” sheet of 
photopolymer placed into a drying unit 
on Day One uses about the same amount 
of energy that drying twenty 42” x 60” 
sheets of photopolymer on Day Two 
would use if the dryer was switched on 
for the entire time. To compensate for 
the elevated amount of energy usage per 
square inch of photopolymer in these 
areas, plate makers must either run high 
volumes of material through the equipment or learn to 
effectively cycle it on or off depending on when it is 
needed.

The Impact of Photopolymer
When photopolymer printing plates are exposed to UV 
light, the monomers in the plate cross-link and harden into 
the durable image carriers that we print with on press. 
Unfortunately, this hardening leaves little opportunity for a 
plate afterlife other than the landfill, and only recently have 
some of the major plate vendors been able to offer 
programs to help responsibly dispose of scrap or used 
photopolymer. DuPont has partnered with a recycler and 
created the TR3 Program, where it takes a cradle-to-grave 
approach in picking up and disposing of a trade shop’s plate 
scrap, used plates, plate coversheets, thermal developer 
rolls for its FAST units and all packaging materials. Flint 
Group offers a program that picks up all plate scrap, used 
plates and coversheets and ships it to a cement production 
company that utilize 100% of the material in a 
waste-to-energy conversion.

Plate suppliers have differences of opinion about which 
photopolymer production method (solvent, thermal, liquid 
or water-wash) produced the most environmentally 
sustainable option. DuPont, Flint Group and MacDermid 
Printing Solutions each commissioned their own 
independent life cycle to determine the overall impacts on 
the environment. MacDermid offers to customers its 

Environmental Footprint Calculator (EFC), based on the 
results of its findings, as a way to understand the 
environmental impacts of production while incorporating 
the variables such as plate type, plate gauge and geographic 

location that are specific to each 
trade shop. DuPont provides data 
on its website showing that its 
thermal FAST system has significant 
energy-savings over typical solvent 
systems. Kodak argues that its NX 
system is the most sustainable 
because it comes to color more 
quickly and consistently than the 
other processes. Asahi says that its 
water-washable plate system is the 
most eco-friendly option due to its 
lack of VOC emissions and lower 
CO2 footprint. Each of these 
suppliers has drawn a differing 
conclusion, so it’s important for the 
trade shops to understand the 
arguments of each to set their own 
educated position.

Conclusions
Though smaller in scope compared to the printing 
operation, many opportunities exist for achieving green 
sustainability objectives in the prepress trade shop. Besides 
the environmentally positive impact achieved by these 
objectives, many also provide cost-saving opportunities 
that lead to a better bottom line and a more efficient 
operation. Additionally, consumer product companies and 
printers alike look to partner with trade shops that not only 
deliver a quality product but also provide supplemental 
benefits that set them apart from their competition. Make 
sure that they are proud to do business with you. 

Defining sustainability for the modern, digital 
prepress trade shop is a bit more elusive than for 
the printing operation. Consumables reach much 
smaller numbers, and with film now in the twilight 
of its lifespan, the only physical products 
generated by today’s flexographic prepress trade 
shops are contract proofs and the printing media. 
So where does that leave us?

In his 1998 book entitled Cannibals with Forks: The Triple 
Bottom Line of the 21st Century, John Elkington first 
suggested the now commonly accepted principle of the 
triple bottom line: a measure of organizational success 
based on profits, environmental practices and social 
goodwill. The triple bottom line has since become a 
cornerstone of sustainable business and development. In 
2005, world leaders at the UN World Summit recognized 
the three components of sustainability as economic 
development, social development and environmental 
protection — three “interdependent and mutually 
reinforcing pillars.” (2005 World Summit Outcome Report)

The Sustainable Green Printing Partnership (SGP) is a 
non-profit group jointly initiated by the top trade 
associations in the printing industry that focuses on 
sustainability in the different manufacturing processes of 
the printing operation. They break the term down into 
three different categories that can apply equally to the 
prepress trade shop:

• Product — materials used to produce the physical 
product
• Process — equipment, processes and workflows used to 
produce the physical product
• Envelope — facility, energy, employees and supporting 
activities used in the process

By dividing sustainability down into these more manageable 

terms, it becomes much less of a grand, quixotic ideal and 
much easier for an organization to define in the context of 
their business environment.

Defining a Policy, Putting Together a Team and 
Incorporating an Environmental Management System

Much and more has been written about companies looking 
to begin a path toward sustainability, so this article will only 
briefly cover the initial steps necessary to get started. Gary 
Jones, Director of Environmental, Health & Safety Affairs for 
the Printing Industries of America, has written two essential 
articles for those pursuing a path toward sustainability. The 
first, “Becoming a Sustainable Green Printer — A Systematic 
Approach,” is available for free on the PIAG (Printing and 
Imaging Association of Georgia) website. The second, “How 
to Prepare a Sustainability Policy,” first appeared in the PIA’s 
Management Portfolio and can be found (along with a 
summary on the What They Think? blog) with a quick 
Google search. In both, Jones outlines the steps necessary 
for companies looking to become sustainable and green.

Before embarking on a journey to become sustainable, it’s 
important for the leaders of an organization to come 
together and identify what the term really means to their 
business. Success requires a commitment from the senior 
leadership, and without it, even the best-laid plans will 
likely fail. Leaders should identify not only what makes 
them sustainable but also the reasons for choosing to 
pursue a path toward sustainability. The outcomes of this 
meeting should lead to a starting point for developing an 
organizational sustainability policy and a sustainability 
team.

The most effective sustainability policies follow a few 
simple guidelines. To begin, most are concisely written 
documents, no more than few paragraphs, which clearly 
define the organization’s sustainable/environmental 
direction and purpose to all levels within the company. All 
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policies should exhibit a level of 
commitment and contain some specific goals that the 
organization will work toward. Perhaps most importantly, 
those goals should fit harmoniously within the 
organization’s more broad business goals. 

Paperless Office
Consider the number of changes that have happened in 
prepress over the past ten years. Gone are the days when 
the work necessitated filmsetters, scanners, light tables, and 
sublimation printers for proofs. Barring the footprint of 
plate and sleeve manufacturing, most trade shops today 
can function on a server, a few workstations, a RIP, a 
workflow system and a couple of inkjet proofers. Almost all 
have some form of Management Information System (MIS) 
with electronic work ticket capabilities, and yet so many 
organizations still insist on hard copies of production 
orders and job folders. Old habits die hard.

‘The Paperless Office’ can be one of those flashy 
management terms preached in yearly powwows as the 
next evolution of business, but some definite truth exists to 
its benefits. Everything needed for an operator to execute 
on a job is simply data, and it’s much easier to manipulate 
that data usefully if it is digital and available from the 
workstation. A production order can be very cluttered with 
numerous data fields and instructions needed to complete 
the job in all departments if it has to all be constrained to 
the size of an 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper. Imagine, instead, if a 
prepress artist could log into her MIS and view only the 
data she needs to complete the job while a plate maker 
could do the same and see only his pertinent data; 
suddenly, your ability to communicate becomes much 
more effective, not to mention the reduction in paper and 
ink needed to print out forms.

Not only is digital data easier to manipulate, it can also 
make an operation more efficient and thus, more 
sustainable. Data stored in a database can utilize JDF/JMF 
or database scripting to link the MIS to workflow systems 
and automate processes in the trade shop. Esko has an 
entire modular prepress workflow system focused on 

automation, and a major facet of Kodak Prinergy is its 
Rules-Based Automation (RBA). Driving that automation via 
a connection to the MIS makes any prepress operation 
more efficient.

Color contract proofing for flexography presents more 
challenges for going paperless, but monitor technology, 
lighting, and the capabilities of profiling and collaboration 
software have evolved rapidly in recent years. Monitor 
proofing presents many unique challenges — dedicated 
equipment and resources, proper calibration, the business 
economics of delivering proofs to the customer, etc. — but 
the benefits may outweigh the drawbacks. The approval 
window becomes much shorter when physical shipping is 
no longer an element in the delivery process (also reducing 
the carbon footprint of the proof), and the limitation of the 
gamut in an inkjet proofer no longer plays a factor in 
capturing the full gamut of the profile because of the much 
larger RGB color space of a monitor.

Energy Utilization
Dr. Alexander Wissner-Gross, a physicist and Fellow at the 
Harvard University Institute for Applied Computational 
Science, caused a stir in 2009 when London’s Sunday Times 
reported a study completed by Gross and his team 
indicating that a single web search produces 7g of CO2. 
(Google later answered back with a claim that only 0.2g of 
CO2 result from the servers at Google, with much more 
coming from the personal computer executing the search.) 
Regardless, this anecdote illustrates something that often 
gets lost in discussions of data: even electronic data has an 
impact on the environment.

Older computers with outdated motherboards can 
consume much more energy than modern computers. 
ENERGY STAR has stringent guidelines for both computers 
(Version 5.0) and servers (Version 1.0), and using computers 
or servers that meet these requirements can significantly 
reduce the energy required to process prepress work 
through the system. Additionally, newer and faster 
workstations mean more efficiency and fewer complaints 
from operators trying to execute their work against a 
schedule.

For prepress trade shops that also run a manufacturing 
operation making plates, sleeves or engravings, energy 
usage runs much higher. To effectively analyze the impact 
that any equipment has on the electric bill, power meters 
can be purchased and connected to the power supply to 
effectively monitor power and demand usage. An effective 
exercise to determine the percent of the operation’s energy 
usage dedicated to the manufacturing process is to hook 
power meters to the different pieces of plate making 
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equipment and total the kWh usage from each over a 
month-long period, and then subtracting that amount from 
the total kWh usage on the energy bill.

With regard to the production of 
photopolymer, a drying unit and a solvent 
recovery system account for the majority 
of energy usage in digitally produced 
solvent plates. The energy consumed by 
this equipment — unlike exposure, 
ablation and washout equipment — has 
more to do with the operational settings 
and less to do with the amount of 
material sent through it. For instance, 
drying one 42” x 60” sheet of 
photopolymer placed into a drying unit 
on Day One uses about the same amount 
of energy that drying twenty 42” x 60” 
sheets of photopolymer on Day Two 
would use if the dryer was switched on 
for the entire time. To compensate for 
the elevated amount of energy usage per 
square inch of photopolymer in these 
areas, plate makers must either run high 
volumes of material through the equipment or learn to 
effectively cycle it on or off depending on when it is 
needed.

The Impact of Photopolymer
When photopolymer printing plates are exposed to UV 
light, the monomers in the plate cross-link and harden into 
the durable image carriers that we print with on press. 
Unfortunately, this hardening leaves little opportunity for a 
plate afterlife other than the landfill, and only recently have 
some of the major plate vendors been able to offer 
programs to help responsibly dispose of scrap or used 
photopolymer. DuPont has partnered with a recycler and 
created the TR3 Program, where it takes a cradle-to-grave 
approach in picking up and disposing of a trade shop’s plate 
scrap, used plates, plate coversheets, thermal developer 
rolls for its FAST units and all packaging materials. Flint 
Group offers a program that picks up all plate scrap, used 
plates and coversheets and ships it to a cement production 
company that utilize 100% of the material in a 
waste-to-energy conversion.

Plate suppliers have differences of opinion about which 
photopolymer production method (solvent, thermal, liquid 
or water-wash) produced the most environmentally 
sustainable option. DuPont, Flint Group and MacDermid 
Printing Solutions each commissioned their own 
independent life cycle to determine the overall impacts on 
the environment. MacDermid offers to customers its 

Environmental Footprint Calculator (EFC), based on the 
results of its findings, as a way to understand the 
environmental impacts of production while incorporating 
the variables such as plate type, plate gauge and geographic 

location that are specific to each 
trade shop. DuPont provides data 
on its website showing that its 
thermal FAST system has significant 
energy-savings over typical solvent 
systems. Kodak argues that its NX 
system is the most sustainable 
because it comes to color more 
quickly and consistently than the 
other processes. Asahi says that its 
water-washable plate system is the 
most eco-friendly option due to its 
lack of VOC emissions and lower 
CO2 footprint. Each of these 
suppliers has drawn a differing 
conclusion, so it’s important for the 
trade shops to understand the 
arguments of each to set their own 
educated position.

Conclusions
Though smaller in scope compared to the printing 
operation, many opportunities exist for achieving green 
sustainability objectives in the prepress trade shop. Besides 
the environmentally positive impact achieved by these 
objectives, many also provide cost-saving opportunities 
that lead to a better bottom line and a more efficient 
operation. Additionally, consumer product companies and 
printers alike look to partner with trade shops that not only 
deliver a quality product but also provide supplemental 
benefits that set them apart from their competition. Make 
sure that they are proud to do business with you. 

Defining sustainability for the modern, digital 
prepress trade shop is a bit more elusive than for 
the printing operation. Consumables reach much 
smaller numbers, and with film now in the twilight 
of its lifespan, the only physical products 
generated by today’s flexographic prepress trade 
shops are contract proofs and the printing media. 
So where does that leave us?

In his 1998 book entitled Cannibals with Forks: The Triple 
Bottom Line of the 21st Century, John Elkington first 
suggested the now commonly accepted principle of the 
triple bottom line: a measure of organizational success 
based on profits, environmental practices and social 
goodwill. The triple bottom line has since become a 
cornerstone of sustainable business and development. In 
2005, world leaders at the UN World Summit recognized 
the three components of sustainability as economic 
development, social development and environmental 
protection — three “interdependent and mutually 
reinforcing pillars.” (2005 World Summit Outcome Report)

The Sustainable Green Printing Partnership (SGP) is a 
non-profit group jointly initiated by the top trade 
associations in the printing industry that focuses on 
sustainability in the different manufacturing processes of 
the printing operation. They break the term down into 
three different categories that can apply equally to the 
prepress trade shop:

• Product — materials used to produce the physical 
product
• Process — equipment, processes and workflows used to 
produce the physical product
• Envelope — facility, energy, employees and supporting 
activities used in the process

By dividing sustainability down into these more manageable 

terms, it becomes much less of a grand, quixotic ideal and 
much easier for an organization to define in the context of 
their business environment.

Defining a Policy, Putting Together a Team and 
Incorporating an Environmental Management System

Much and more has been written about companies looking 
to begin a path toward sustainability, so this article will only 
briefly cover the initial steps necessary to get started. Gary 
Jones, Director of Environmental, Health & Safety Affairs for 
the Printing Industries of America, has written two essential 
articles for those pursuing a path toward sustainability. The 
first, “Becoming a Sustainable Green Printer — A Systematic 
Approach,” is available for free on the PIAG (Printing and 
Imaging Association of Georgia) website. The second, “How 
to Prepare a Sustainability Policy,” first appeared in the PIA’s 
Management Portfolio and can be found (along with a 
summary on the What They Think? blog) with a quick 
Google search. In both, Jones outlines the steps necessary 
for companies looking to become sustainable and green.

Before embarking on a journey to become sustainable, it’s 
important for the leaders of an organization to come 
together and identify what the term really means to their 
business. Success requires a commitment from the senior 
leadership, and without it, even the best-laid plans will 
likely fail. Leaders should identify not only what makes 
them sustainable but also the reasons for choosing to 
pursue a path toward sustainability. The outcomes of this 
meeting should lead to a starting point for developing an 
organizational sustainability policy and a sustainability 
team.

The most effective sustainability policies follow a few 
simple guidelines. To begin, most are concisely written 
documents, no more than few paragraphs, which clearly 
define the organization’s sustainable/environmental 
direction and purpose to all levels within the company. All 



policies should exhibit a level of 
commitment and contain some specific goals that the 
organization will work toward. Perhaps most importantly, 
those goals should fit harmoniously within the 
organization’s more broad business goals. 

Paperless Office
Consider the number of changes that have happened in 
prepress over the past ten years. Gone are the days when 
the work necessitated filmsetters, scanners, light tables, and 
sublimation printers for proofs. Barring the footprint of 
plate and sleeve manufacturing, most trade shops today 
can function on a server, a few workstations, a RIP, a 
workflow system and a couple of inkjet proofers. Almost all 
have some form of Management Information System (MIS) 
with electronic work ticket capabilities, and yet so many 
organizations still insist on hard copies of production 
orders and job folders. Old habits die hard.

‘The Paperless Office’ can be one of those flashy 
management terms preached in yearly powwows as the 
next evolution of business, but some definite truth exists to 
its benefits. Everything needed for an operator to execute 
on a job is simply data, and it’s much easier to manipulate 
that data usefully if it is digital and available from the 
workstation. A production order can be very cluttered with 
numerous data fields and instructions needed to complete 
the job in all departments if it has to all be constrained to 
the size of an 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper. Imagine, instead, if a 
prepress artist could log into her MIS and view only the 
data she needs to complete the job while a plate maker 
could do the same and see only his pertinent data; 
suddenly, your ability to communicate becomes much 
more effective, not to mention the reduction in paper and 
ink needed to print out forms.

Not only is digital data easier to manipulate, it can also 
make an operation more efficient and thus, more 
sustainable. Data stored in a database can utilize JDF/JMF 
or database scripting to link the MIS to workflow systems 
and automate processes in the trade shop. Esko has an 
entire modular prepress workflow system focused on 

automation, and a major facet of Kodak Prinergy is its 
Rules-Based Automation (RBA). Driving that automation via 
a connection to the MIS makes any prepress operation 
more efficient.

Color contract proofing for flexography presents more 
challenges for going paperless, but monitor technology, 
lighting, and the capabilities of profiling and collaboration 
software have evolved rapidly in recent years. Monitor 
proofing presents many unique challenges — dedicated 
equipment and resources, proper calibration, the business 
economics of delivering proofs to the customer, etc. — but 
the benefits may outweigh the drawbacks. The approval 
window becomes much shorter when physical shipping is 
no longer an element in the delivery process (also reducing 
the carbon footprint of the proof), and the limitation of the 
gamut in an inkjet proofer no longer plays a factor in 
capturing the full gamut of the profile because of the much 
larger RGB color space of a monitor.

Energy Utilization
Dr. Alexander Wissner-Gross, a physicist and Fellow at the 
Harvard University Institute for Applied Computational 
Science, caused a stir in 2009 when London’s Sunday Times 
reported a study completed by Gross and his team 
indicating that a single web search produces 7g of CO2. 
(Google later answered back with a claim that only 0.2g of 
CO2 result from the servers at Google, with much more 
coming from the personal computer executing the search.) 
Regardless, this anecdote illustrates something that often 
gets lost in discussions of data: even electronic data has an 
impact on the environment.

Older computers with outdated motherboards can 
consume much more energy than modern computers. 
ENERGY STAR has stringent guidelines for both computers 
(Version 5.0) and servers (Version 1.0), and using computers 
or servers that meet these requirements can significantly 
reduce the energy required to process prepress work 
through the system. Additionally, newer and faster 
workstations mean more efficiency and fewer complaints 
from operators trying to execute their work against a 
schedule.

For prepress trade shops that also run a manufacturing 
operation making plates, sleeves or engravings, energy 
usage runs much higher. To effectively analyze the impact 
that any equipment has on the electric bill, power meters 
can be purchased and connected to the power supply to 
effectively monitor power and demand usage. An effective 
exercise to determine the percent of the operation’s energy 
usage dedicated to the manufacturing process is to hook 
power meters to the different pieces of plate making 

equipment and total the kWh usage from each over a 
month-long period, and then subtracting that amount from 
the total kWh usage on the energy bill.

With regard to the production of 
photopolymer, a drying unit and a solvent 
recovery system account for the majority 
of energy usage in digitally produced 
solvent plates. The energy consumed by 
this equipment — unlike exposure, 
ablation and washout equipment — has 
more to do with the operational settings 
and less to do with the amount of 
material sent through it. For instance, 
drying one 42” x 60” sheet of 
photopolymer placed into a drying unit 
on Day One uses about the same amount 
of energy that drying twenty 42” x 60” 
sheets of photopolymer on Day Two 
would use if the dryer was switched on 
for the entire time. To compensate for 
the elevated amount of energy usage per 
square inch of photopolymer in these 
areas, plate makers must either run high 
volumes of material through the equipment or learn to 
effectively cycle it on or off depending on when it is 
needed.

The Impact of Photopolymer
When photopolymer printing plates are exposed to UV 
light, the monomers in the plate cross-link and harden into 
the durable image carriers that we print with on press. 
Unfortunately, this hardening leaves little opportunity for a 
plate afterlife other than the landfill, and only recently have 
some of the major plate vendors been able to offer 
programs to help responsibly dispose of scrap or used 
photopolymer. DuPont has partnered with a recycler and 
created the TR3 Program, where it takes a cradle-to-grave 
approach in picking up and disposing of a trade shop’s plate 
scrap, used plates, plate coversheets, thermal developer 
rolls for its FAST units and all packaging materials. Flint 
Group offers a program that picks up all plate scrap, used 
plates and coversheets and ships it to a cement production 
company that utilize 100% of the material in a 
waste-to-energy conversion.

Plate suppliers have differences of opinion about which 
photopolymer production method (solvent, thermal, liquid 
or water-wash) produced the most environmentally 
sustainable option. DuPont, Flint Group and MacDermid 
Printing Solutions each commissioned their own 
independent life cycle to determine the overall impacts on 
the environment. MacDermid offers to customers its 

Environmental Footprint Calculator (EFC), based on the 
results of its findings, as a way to understand the 
environmental impacts of production while incorporating 
the variables such as plate type, plate gauge and geographic 

location that are specific to each 
trade shop. DuPont provides data 
on its website showing that its 
thermal FAST system has significant 
energy-savings over typical solvent 
systems. Kodak argues that its NX 
system is the most sustainable 
because it comes to color more 
quickly and consistently than the 
other processes. Asahi says that its 
water-washable plate system is the 
most eco-friendly option due to its 
lack of VOC emissions and lower 
CO2 footprint. Each of these 
suppliers has drawn a differing 
conclusion, so it’s important for the 
trade shops to understand the 
arguments of each to set their own 
educated position.

Conclusions
Though smaller in scope compared to the printing 
operation, many opportunities exist for achieving green 
sustainability objectives in the prepress trade shop. Besides 
the environmentally positive impact achieved by these 
objectives, many also provide cost-saving opportunities 
that lead to a better bottom line and a more efficient 
operation. Additionally, consumer product companies and 
printers alike look to partner with trade shops that not only 
deliver a quality product but also provide supplemental 
benefits that set them apart from their competition. Make 
sure that they are proud to do business with you. 
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Defining sustainability for the modern, digital 
prepress trade shop is a bit more elusive than for 
the printing operation. Consumables reach much 
smaller numbers, and with film now in the twilight 
of its lifespan, the only physical products 
generated by today’s flexographic prepress trade 
shops are contract proofs and the printing media. 
So where does that leave us?

In his 1998 book entitled Cannibals with Forks: The Triple 
Bottom Line of the 21st Century, John Elkington first 
suggested the now commonly accepted principle of the 
triple bottom line: a measure of organizational success 
based on profits, environmental practices and social 
goodwill. The triple bottom line has since become a 
cornerstone of sustainable business and development. In 
2005, world leaders at the UN World Summit recognized 
the three components of sustainability as economic 
development, social development and environmental 
protection — three “interdependent and mutually 
reinforcing pillars.” (2005 World Summit Outcome Report)

The Sustainable Green Printing Partnership (SGP) is a 
non-profit group jointly initiated by the top trade 
associations in the printing industry that focuses on 
sustainability in the different manufacturing processes of 
the printing operation. They break the term down into 
three different categories that can apply equally to the 
prepress trade shop:

• Product — materials used to produce the physical 
product
• Process — equipment, processes and workflows used to 
produce the physical product
• Envelope — facility, energy, employees and supporting 
activities used in the process

By dividing sustainability down into these more manageable 

terms, it becomes much less of a grand, quixotic ideal and 
much easier for an organization to define in the context of 
their business environment.

Defining a Policy, Putting Together a Team and 
Incorporating an Environmental Management System

Much and more has been written about companies looking 
to begin a path toward sustainability, so this article will only 
briefly cover the initial steps necessary to get started. Gary 
Jones, Director of Environmental, Health & Safety Affairs for 
the Printing Industries of America, has written two essential 
articles for those pursuing a path toward sustainability. The 
first, “Becoming a Sustainable Green Printer — A Systematic 
Approach,” is available for free on the PIAG (Printing and 
Imaging Association of Georgia) website. The second, “How 
to Prepare a Sustainability Policy,” first appeared in the PIA’s 
Management Portfolio and can be found (along with a 
summary on the What They Think? blog) with a quick 
Google search. In both, Jones outlines the steps necessary 
for companies looking to become sustainable and green.

Before embarking on a journey to become sustainable, it’s 
important for the leaders of an organization to come 
together and identify what the term really means to their 
business. Success requires a commitment from the senior 
leadership, and without it, even the best-laid plans will 
likely fail. Leaders should identify not only what makes 
them sustainable but also the reasons for choosing to 
pursue a path toward sustainability. The outcomes of this 
meeting should lead to a starting point for developing an 
organizational sustainability policy and a sustainability 
team.

The most effective sustainability policies follow a few 
simple guidelines. To begin, most are concisely written 
documents, no more than few paragraphs, which clearly 
define the organization’s sustainable/environmental 
direction and purpose to all levels within the company. All 

Many Green 
initiatives 
are also 
cost-saving 
Opportunities.
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